**Tour 11**
**Acute Care**

108  
*Frailty in the thrombectomy suite – are we walking into poorer outcomes?*

109  
*Microsoft Teams and improvements in local and proposed regional thrombectomy referrals*
Marigold JRG

110  
*Simulation training for ATTEST 2 and TWIST studies as part of advanced nurse practitioner development for the Hyperacute Stroke Research Centre at University Hospital Southampton*

111  
*Blood Pressure Management in Intracerebral Haemorrhage*
Dallol B, Mirza M, Nurhussien M

112  
*The changing of the hyperacute workload during and emerging from a pandemic*
Mitchell-Douglas J, Day D

113  
*Implementation of the Stroke Associated Pneumonia (SAP) bundle to improve oral hygiene*
East Lancashire Health Trust nursing and therapy stroke team

114  
*Real life retrospective study of risk factors and causes of ischaemic stroke in patients on DOAC for primary prevention with atrial fibrillation*

115  
*Paramedic research training online: learning from the Paramedic Acute Stroke Treatment Assessment (PASTA) trial*
Sutcliffe L, Shaw L, Price CI

116  
**HIGH SCORING**  
*Impact of video assisted triage for acute stroke within North Central London ambulance service on mimic rates, thrombolysis & thrombectomy times and TIA management*
Why was the Paramedic Acute Stroke Treatment Assessment (PASTA) Trial intervention cost-effective despite lowering thrombolysis rates?
Price C, Shaw L, Bhattarai N, McMeekin P, Vale L, Ford G on behalf of the PASTA Trial Investigators

Tour 12
Case Reports and Interesting Cases

118
Over the counter PRES - a case of Posterior Reversible Encephalopathy Syndrome following oral pseudoephedrine use
Joyce N, Jamison M, Craig D, McCormick M

119
Are you putting your neck on the line? A case of an acute spontaneous cervical extradural haematoma presenting as a lysis call
Joyce N, Darwish N, Fearon P, McIlmoyle J

120
Unusual Aetiology of Stroke in a Young Female Patient
Kelly B, Brennan P, Lockhart C, Owens C, Spence M, Austin C

121
Haemopericardium following systemic recombinant tissue plasminogen activator to treat acute ischaemic stroke
Lee RP, Hunter N, Hart S

122
Carotid Artery Stenosis with Low-Flow Phenomenon: Challenges in Preventing
Mag Uidhir F, Sivagnanaratnam A

123
Bilateral Loss of Taste in Unilateral Thalamic Infarct: A Life-Changing Event
Mag Uidhir F, Sivagnanaratnam A

124
Stroke following direct penetrating neck trauma
Rekhi S, McCluskey L, Appleton JP, Sims D

125
Beware Vertebrobasilar Stenoses as a Cause of Bilateral Limb Weakness
McKeown W, Wiggam I, Bhattad M

126
A common stroke mimic with confounding factors in the TIA clinic – role of serial neuroimaging for diagnostic uncertainty
Das S, Oguntunde O, Bolaji P
Infarction of the oculomotor nerve nucleus: A rare presentation of midbrain stroke
Sharkey N, McLister J, Fearon P, McIlmoyle J

Extracranial to intracranial (EC/IC) bypass for the management of inflammatory vasculopathy of the internal carotid artery
Trainor R, Atkinson T, Rennie IR, Burns P, McVerry F, Campbell E, Finnegan D, Fearon P

Tour 13
Communication and Aphasia

An Unusual Case of Aphasia: Differential Diagnosis to Inform Management
Dwyer S, Maxwell R

Co-creating resources to help people with aphasia to get online
Longman C, Derbyshire M

Preliminary outcomes from a pilot study delivering a 6-week Virtual Communication Plus Programme for People with Aphasia
Lowry C, Millar S, Stuart F

Creating a transparent Speech and Language Therapy Care Pathway for People with Aphasia
Maynard E

Supporting people affected with aphasia during the COVID-19 pandemic: Establishing the Speakeasy at Home service
Pearl G, Black J, Rickard S

More than 45 minutes: a single case study of intensive inpatient aphasia rehab
Brinkley V, Poyner E

Improving Inclusivity: Development of a Total Communication Feedback Questionnaire at the Oxfordshire Stroke Rehabilitation Unit
Stobart S, Garratt E

**HIGH SCORING**
Intensive Comprehensive Aphasia Programmes, results of a systematic scoping review
Monnelly K, Marshall J, Cruice M

**HIGH SCORING**
SOLution Focused brief therapy In post-stroke Aphasia (SOFIA): feasibility and acceptability results of a randomised wait-list controlled feasibility trial
Northcott S, Thomas S, Simpson A, Hirana SP, Flood C, Hilari K
**HIGH SCORING**
A qualitative exploration of how people with aphasia experienced Solution Focused Brief Therapy within the SOFIA Trial
Northcott S, Thomas S, Simpson A, Hirana SP, Burns K, Hilari K

---

**Tour 14**

**COVID-19**

139
Acute stroke presentations with concurrent sars-cov-19 infection: 90 day outcomes and characteristics

140
Cardiac monitoring after stroke in the era of Covid19 - time to move to wearables?
Simpson M, Siddegowda P, Marigold JRG

141
How do patients spend their time in a stroke unit during COVID-19 pandemic? A case study in England

142
Hyperacute Stroke Pathway Reconfiguration Incorporating Artificial Intelligence and Digital Technology during COVID-19
Nagaratnam K, Flossmann E

143 - WITHDRAWN
Impact of COVID-19 on stroke admissions, treatments, and outcomes at a comprehensive stroke centre in the United Kingdom
Padmanabhan N, Natarajan I, Gunston R, Raseta M, Roffe C

144
Telerehabilitation: providing support for patients discharged early after stroke during Covid-19
Paterson S, Webb S

145
Adapting service provision to a virtual platform during the Covid-19 lockdown
Sloan A, Crowley MA

146
SARS-CoV-2 and stroke: our experience in an urban District General Stroke Service
Zhang Y, Ispoglou S

147
Has COVID-19 impacted on the profile of younger patients presenting with stroke to Northwick Park Hospital Hyper Acute Stroke Unit (HASU) both during the lockdown and following the easing of lockdown restrictions?
Morgan I, Bailey L, Connolly C
Recoveries at risk: How the Covid-19 pandemic has affected stroke survivors’ lives and recoveries
Edwards J

Tour 15
Health Economics, Quality Improvement, Service Development (Research), and Education and Training

‘Cross bay’ stroke mortality meetings: benefits of peer review of stroke mortality cases across 2 hospital sites

The feasibility and acceptability of neurologic music therapy in subacute neurorehabilitation and mood outcomes for patients
Chadder N, Street A, Bloska J, Abington A, Whitten D, Masterson A

Carbon footprint reduction through use of telephone consultations for stroke outpatients
Davies B, Patel R, Hunter A, Kane I

Effectiveness of telephone consultation for stroke outpatient clinic
Davies B, Patel R, Hunter A, Kane I

Excess referrals and low transfer rate to neurosurgery from a hyperacute stroke unit (HASU) for patients with intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH)
Durkin C, Khwaja M, Hoy T, Gaines S

A pilot economic evaluation for the SUpporting wellbeing through PEeR-Befriending (SUPERB) feasibility trial

Mechanisms Facilitating The Implementation Of Rural Community Stroke Services: A Realist Evaluation
Howe J, Walker M, Clarke D, Fisher R

Transition from hospital to home following stroke - the patient experience
Huffadine J, Trout R

Review of current practice of urinary catheterisation in the stroke unit at New Cross Hospital, Wolverhampton – a simple practice but not without consequences!
Kaur N, Das S, Penakacherla N, Peter-Dike M
Facilitators and "deal breakers": a mixed methods study investigating implementation of the Goal setting and action planning (G-AP) framework in community rehabilitation teams
Scobbie L, Duncan E, Bracy MC, Thomson K, Wyke S

The use of mental imagery for stroke rehabilitation: A Delphi Study
Alhashil N, Kontou E, Radford K

Using consensus-based recommendations to design and implement stroke research: A feasibility study of a self-directed upper limb (UL) rehabilitation tool
Broderick M, Bentey P, Burridge J

Experiences and views of talking about recovery in stroke and other acquired neurological conditions: A systematic review of qualitative literature
Burton LJ, Forster A, Johnson J, Crocker T, Tyson S, Wray F, Clarke DJ

Co-designing community hospital environments to promote post stroke physical activity
Choo PL, Zhang Y

Occupational Therapists and Physiotherapists perceived influential factors of upper limb outcome measure implementation post-stroke
Cormican A, Shashi H, McKeown E

A collaborative improvement approach to establishing Integrated Community Stroke Teams
Davies S, Vernon H, Day E, Connell L

Improving multidisciplinary knowledge, compliance and application of orthotics on an Acute Stroke Unit
Duffy E, Mills E

Making the cut: Quality of life impacts and wider benefits following upper limb surgery for spasticity management
Duke L, Salam S, Susan

Arming Our Patients: empowering patients to increase self-directed upper limb activity at the Oxfordshire Stroke Rehabilitation Unit
Garratt E, Boyle C, Fellerdale M, Mistry D, Southcott V, King S
Innovation during a crisis: the feasibility and benefits of a remote stroke rehabilitation service
Garratt E, Mistry D, Boyle C

Is the change in serum vascular endothelial growth factor (vegf) and functional neuroimaging studies indicative of effect of cimt and high frequency rtms on neuroplasticity?
Kuthiala N, Srivastava MV P, Sharma S, Sharma R

Tour 17
Secondary Prevention and TIA

Comparison of R Test monitors in the diagnosis of Atrial Fibrillation versus Routine Holter Monitoring
Abdus Sami E, McLelland B, Beaumont P, Martin K

Percutaneous PFO Closure - A Tertiary Centre’s 10 year Experience
Kelly BP, Spence MS, Owens CG, Lockhart CJ

Stroke Participants’ Perspectives And Experiences of Cardiac Rehabilitation - A Qualitative Study
Lennon O, Crystal A, Gallagher A, Kwan M, Tierney C, Murphy S

Is it possible to implement a same day TIA service within a small rural district general hospital?
Maguire H

Lipid management in stroke secondary prevention - Who to target?
Micallef C, Bingham K, Barber JM

Is 1-year mortality a robust metric for monitoring TIA clinic effectiveness?
Mistri A, Coles B, Minhas J, Manning L, Eveson D

A cross-interface pharmacy approach to managing anticoagulation in AF patients during the COVID-19 pandemic
Brotheridge S, Moore S, Thompson N, Petty D, Ranson C

Prescription of blood pressure lowering treatment after intracerebral haemorrhage: prospective, population-based cohort study
Bonello K, Nelson APK, Moullaali TJ, Salman RAS
Real-world, single centre, retrospective analysis of implantable loop recorders for the investigation of embolic stroke of undetermined source

Petra H, Stewart M, Qureshi S, Webber A, Epstein D, Penge J

Antplatelet use as secondary prevention in strokes and high risk TIAs in light of recent new guidelines: a quality improvement project

Sadiq A, Abdelgadir E

Effect of an Automated Continuous Electrocardiogram Monitoring system for AF detection in an urgent Transient Ischemic Attack service: an observational sequential comparison study

Sikdar O, Lim SY, Kalladka D, Banerjee S, D’Anna L

Tour 18

Acute Care

Paramedic views about implementation of the Paramedic Acute Stroke Treatment Assessment (PASTA) care pathway: an online survey

Lumley H, Price CIM, Ford GA, Shaw L

Effects on symptom onset to treatment time for AIS due to change in Ambulance Response Programme (ARP) Standards

Siddiqui M, Jaura I, Warraich S

Communicating the benefits of decompressive hemicraniectomy in malignant middle cerebral artery syndrome with patient relatives – a retrospective evaluation of clinician discussions with relatives across hospitals

Smith A

Developing a HASU-Ready Nursing Workforce: A Service Improvement Project Testing the Role of Stroke Thrombolysis Response Nurse in a Large University Teaching Hospital

Turner N, Duarte P, Jones A, Dovaston I, Pitchforth D

Has altering the stroke service provision on Sunday to include both an Occupational Therapist and Physiotherapist resulted in reduced time to initial assessment for stroke patients within UHL Acute Stroke Unit

Gittus C, Walker S, Drury E, Dixon K, Konstantidon S

Improving Door-to-Needle (DTN) times. From ‘D’ to an ‘A’, our multi-disciplinary thrombolysis team lead the way!

187 Delayed treatment to target systolic blood pressure in acute Intracranial Haemorrhage (ICH)
Hoy T, Khwaja M, Gaines S, Durkin C

188 Measuring success on an in-patient acute stroke unit as part of a whole interdisciplinary service re-design

189 Acute management of Subarachnoid Haemorrhage- A retrospective study
John N, Mohammad A, Thomas J

190 Exploring Advanced Nursing Practice within Stroke Services, A Scoping Review
Bailey J, Robertson S, Tod A, King R

191 The effects of exercise intensity on cognition in a post-stroke population: a systematic review
Davison R, Brick N, Kennedy N, Simms V, Simpson E

192 - WITHDRAWN Utility of a novel 14 day post stroke unit discharge nurse led telephone clinic to manage modifiable stroke risk factors
Edwards S, Macarimban Inglesant R, Simister R, Chandratheva A, Saber S

193 - WITHDRAWN Utility of a novel early 14-day post discharge Nurse led telephone clinic to identify and sign post, post-stroke complications
Macarimban Inglesant R, Edwards S, Simister R, Chandratheva A, Saber S

194 An exploration of stroke survivors' acute stroke unit experience
Suddick K, Cross V, Vuoskoski P, Stew G

195 Automated Scoring of Drawings from a Tablet-Based Complex Figure Copy Task
Wedd S, Moore M, Yamshchikova A, Valeska Kozik V, Duta M, Voiculescu I, Demeyere N

196 The neural mechanisms of a home-based interactive music exercise for chronic arm hemiparesis following stroke: A single case EEG study
Street A, Maidhof C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OG2</th>
<th>Acute Care; Case Reports and Interesting Cases; Cognitive, Emotional and Psychological; Communication and Aphasia; COVID-19.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OG12 – **HIGH SCORING**
Promoting Function in Functional Urinary Incontinence (FUI)
Cutting K, Bezinska L, Durosinmi G

**OG13 – **HIGH SCORING**
Predicting Futile Thrombectomy Outcomes Despite Successful Recanalisation; A Review of Endovascular Therapy at North Bristol Trust 2018-2020
McClelland SB, Bosnell R, Mortimer A

**OG14**
Mitochondrial Encephalopathies on the acute medical take- An important unifying diagnosis
Ghag S, Walker N

**OG15**
A case of Non Ketotic Hyperglycemia Hemichorea following diagnosis of Basal Ganglia Ischemic Infarction in a patient with a history of recovered COVID 19 infection
Homaida M, Yu W, Kanodia A, Thomas M

**OG16**
A case report: posterior circulation stroke, an unusual presentation of large vessel vasculitis
Khalid M, Kaur N, Ahmad N

**OG17**
Predicting post-stroke dementia using CT neuroimaging: a systematic review and meta-analysis
Ball E, Sutherland R, Squires C, Mead G, Quinn T, Wardlaw J, Religa D, Lundstrom, Shenkin S

**OG18**
“I feel dumb, embarrassed, and frustrated”: A qualitative exploration of the lived experience of acalculia
Benn Y, Conroy P, Casassus M, Williams M, Jenkinson C, Jayes M

**OG19**
Addressing Spiritual Health and Wellbeing post-stroke in the context of COVID-19 using WELLHEAD
Mumby K

**OG20**
Premorbid language function: a prognostic factor for functional outcome in aphasia?
Friedland J, Chandratheva A

**OG21**
Ischaemic stroke due to carotid dissection and COVID 19 - an unrecognised causative mechanism?
Marigold JRG, Narata A, Evans SR, Weir NU, Battersby Wood EJ, Crawford PJ, Siddegowda P
The Continuing Effect of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Admissions to an Acute General Hospital Stroke Unit
Woods S

Other – where previous categories are not relevant; Health Economics, Quality Improvement, Service Development (Research), and Education and Training; Primary Prevention and Risk Factors for Stroke and Genetics; Rehabilitation

**HIGH SCORING**
Early prediction of functional outcome in Spontaneous Intracerebral Haemorrhage: A systematic review and meta-analysis
Abdulle A, Hammerbeck, U, Heal C, Parry-Jones A

**HIGH SCORING**
‘Stories of stroke’: learning from the experiences of young adults (18–45) in the UK
Chandler C, Aviles L, Choi H, Putri A, Clarissa C, Mitra U, Pan J

Baseline characteristics and 90 day outcomes of stroke patients at Connaught Hospital, Freetown, Sierra Leone

Uncertainty regarding the reversal of anticoagulation in patients on oral anticoagulants with acute Intracranial Haemorrhage (ICH)
Khwaja M, Hoy T, Durkin C, Gaines S

Have your say for stroke - The Stroke Priority Setting Partnership
Regan S

An RCT to determine if screening for atrial fibrillation reduces stroke and mortality: Safer trial-Screening for atrial fibrillation with ECG to reduce stroke

F@ce 2.0- a person-centred, team and ICT-based rehabilitation intervention for people who have had stroke
Guidetti S, Eriksson G, Ytterberg C, Koch L, Tistad M, Elf M

Study In NOvel Neuro-muscular Imaging biomarkers for Motor outcome in Stroke (SINONIMS)
OG31
Study protocol of a feasibility trial of a computerised Spatial Inattention Grasping Home-based Therapy (c-SIGHT) for spatial neglect post-stroke
Morse H, Pomeroy V, Clark A, Rossit S

OG32
Initial impact of an interactive visual display screen in acute stroke therapy
Street D, Halstead G, Crofts K, Allam M

OG33 - WITHDRAWN
Post-stroke risk factors of falls during rehabilitation in elderly patients
Thoker A